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Medical Terminology is the language used between all health professionals to

explain medical conditions, diseases, medical tests and treatment.

It is essential for anyone working in the healthcare industry to have an understanding

of medical terms. The most effective way for health administration staff to learn

medical terminology is by word dissection. Word dissection involves understanding

the meanings of prefixes, root words and suffixes that form each part of a medical

term.

So let’s get started. 
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Medical terminology is made up of the terms that describe body organs,

systems, and their functions, body locations, diseases, clinical, diagnostic

imaging, and laboratory testing, together with clinical procedures, surgeries,

and diagnoses.

The majority of medical words are based on Latin and Greek origin. For

example the Greek word for kidney is ‘nephro.” The Latin word for kidney is

‘ren.’
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It is helpful to know commonly used medical terms and words. We have compiled a 
small list  of common words that are used in a healthcare setting and suggest that 
you build on this depending on the industry that you work.
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An acronym is a pronounceable word formed from the first letter or first few

letters of each word in a phrase or title.

Most acronyms are expressed in uppercase letters, but not always. For

example, laser stands for (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of

Radiation)

There are many acronyms in medical terminology and it is essential to know

the context in which they are used, because many are the same or sound

similar, but have very different meanings.
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Care should be taken with the use and interpretation of abbreviations and symbols as 
there is often more than one meaning to an abbreviation.  The following examples 
are generally widely accepted.
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These abbreviations are often used in pharmacy detailing how often a drug should 
be administered.  However  these abbreviations are also used to determine when 
certain treatment should occur, especially in a hospital setting. 
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LFT or Liver function tests are a group of blood tests that measure some enzymes, 
proteins and substances that are produced or excreted by the liver.
FBC or Full blood count is a common test that is used to diagnose a wide range of 
illnesses, infections and diseases. It may indicate anaemia, infection or some blood 
cancers such as leukaemia.
Fe Blood test or Iron studies – iron is needed to help carry oxygen throughout the 
body. Low iron levels can lead to anaemia leading to fatigue and lack of energy. Too 
much iron (or haemochromatosis) increases the risk of a number of serious 
conditions including liver disease, heart failure, arthritis and diabetes.
TSH or Thyroid Stimulating Hormone is performed to screen, diagnose and monitor 
treatment for thyroid disorders. Thyroid hormones regulate a range of vital bodily 
functions including breathing, heart rate and body weight, temperature and general 
energy levels
Urinalysis is a test performed on a sample of urine to look for some metabolic 
disorders such as diabetes, kidney disorders and urinary tract infections.
INR (International Normalised Ratio) – Many patients are on a clot-preventing 
medication called warfarin. People with heart conditions such as an irregular 
heartbeat or after replacement of a heart valve may need to take this medication.
D Dimer are tests used to help rule out the presence of an inappropriate blood clot 
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(thrombus). Some of the conditions that the D-dimer test is used to help rule out 
include: Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) Pulmonary embolism (PE)
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Prefix: Attached to beginning of a medical term to modify its meaning, by giving 
additional information about the location of an organ, the number of parts or time 
involved. For example in the word pericarditis the prefix ‘peri’ meaning surrounding 
helps to identify where the inflammation is in relation to the heart. 

Next comes the root word, usually indicating the body part involved. In the word 
pericarditis the root word ‘card’ describes the heart. So from there you can 
determine that the word describes a condition of the heart.

Suffix: Attached to end of a medical term root word to add meaning, such as a 
condition, disease process or procedure. In the word pericarditis the suffix is  ‘itis’
meaning inflammation. 

Combining Vowel: Used to ease pronunciation - usually an “o” (e, i, or u) 

Eponyms
Not all medical terms can be broken down easily into basic word parts.  Medical 
eponyms are terms used in medicine which are named after people (and occasionally 
places or things. For instance, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease.
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Used at the beginning of a medical term, you often (but not always) find the prefix, 
Which can indicate the direction, the where, the when, and the amount.
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Sometimes root words have more than one meaning, for example in anatomy the 
cervic is an adjective that has two meanings:  One pertaining to any neck or 
pertaining to the female cervix: i.e., the neck of the uterus.
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The derm, meaning skin, is a root word in the word epidermis. 
Myo or muscle, is a root word in the word myocardium
Arth or joint is a root word in the word arthritis
Oste or bone, is a root word in the word osteoporosis
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Hepat or liver is a root word in hepatitis
Cholecyst or gallbladder is a root word in cholecystitis 
Renal neph or kidney is a root work in nephrectomy
Lapar or abdomen is a root word in laparotomy
Gast or stomach is a root word in gastritis
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Ot or ear is a root word in otitis media
Encephal or brain is a root word in encephalitis
Mening or the layer of the brain is a root word in meningitis
Crani or skull is a root word in craniotomy
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The suffix at the end of a term is often your first hint to the definition of the term. 
It can indicate a procedure, a condition, or a disease.
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Here are some examples of words that include a prefix, root word, combining vowel 
and the suffix. 
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Some medical words can be quite difficult to learn so medical administrative and 
support staff need to learn some methods of dealing with unfamiliar words so they 
can use the words appropriately, and spell and pronounce them correctly. There are 
strategies staff can use to help them become familiar with medical terminology that 
will be used in the workplace.

With medical terminology, sounds are not always pronounced the same as in English, 
and sometimes there may be more than one acceptable pronunciation. You should 
learn how to pronounce phonetically, by breaking up the word into smaller parts. 
For example, the medical condition encephalitis, meaning inflammation or infection 
of the brain, can be pronounced with a hard of soft ‘C’.  Some people pronounce it 
en-kef-a-lite-iss and others en-sef-a-lite-iss. 

Your medical dictionary is one of your best resources for learning correct 
pronunciation and spelling of medical words. Medical practices generally have a 
number of medical dictionaries available in either hard copy or electronically. 

Practice managers and other experienced staff can also provide assistance where 
necessary.
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Dissect each of these words and pronounce.
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